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BECOME A COFFEE DESTINTATION WITH TORKE COFFEE AND 
LEARN HOW WE CAN HELP YOUR BUSINESS GROW.

DIRECT ROUTE DELIVERY

EQUIPMENT PROGRAMS

TRAINING

CALL AN EXPERT

Torke Coffee provides our food-service customers with Direct Distribution Route Delivery.  Typically we have weekly trucks throughout 
Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Upper Michigan, and Illinois along with other select locations in the midwest.  Our national distribution can 
be accessed through select broadline distributors. For customers outside our local delivery region, we can also ship direct via UPS. 

Torke has a territory manager assigned to each location who is responsible for all of 
the customers located on that route. The Territory Manager has a tall order, because 
they work on sales in their region, deliver the coffee, setup and manage par levels 
for the customer, and they’re the first line of response for repair or service if your 
beverage equipment needs attention. Direct Route Delivery is what sets us apart from 
the others with greater attention to detail, fewer ordering mistakes, and seamless 
inventory management.

We provide reliable, state-of-the-art equipment including, espresso machines, satellite 
brewers, thermal brewers, air pot brewers, beverage dispensers, juice machines, 
grinders, condiment organizers, cup dispensers and much more!

We take coffee educating and training to a whole new level.  Whether you are new 
customer or a great loyal customer, Torke Coffee has education and training available 
to you.  All new installations receive an extensive onsite coffee and equipment training 
session in addition to custom tailored brewing guides. Does your team need barista 
training? Whether a new restaurant or café, our customized barista training will meet 
all your needs.

Torke Coffee is unique to broadline distributors and competitors in that we have a 
dedicated team of repair technicians whose sole job is working on beverage equipment 
Let’s face it; all equipment will eventually break. Torke’s team is factory certified by 
the manufacturers of the various machines and they carry parts on their truck; and 
they’re just a phone call away. Furthermore, Torke Coffee has a service technician on 
call 365 days a year. If your Torke Coffee beverage equipment needs repair, just call us 
at (800) 242-7671 and we will dispatch a tech right away.

PARTS & SERVICE

Our customer service team is one of the best in the industry, they can help you place your orders, answer any questions or concerns 
about inventory, orders, returns, billing and accounts receivable. To reach Torke’s caring customer service staff, please call (800) 242-
7671, we actually answer the phone with a live person, from 7:30 am-4:30 pm seven days a week and after hours on the weekends.
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From the roasting process to brewing coffee, freshness is always in question. It is important to note that immediately following the 
roasting process, coffee begins to release CO2 gas. In fact, once coffee is ground, the continued degassing results in accelerated 
staling and ultimately the loss of freshness.

Nitrogen to the rescue. N2 is an odorless and tasteless gas that is much heavier than oxygen. It is quite often used in the food 
industry due to its ability to reduce staling. The good news is that since nitrogen has no smell or taste, it won’t compromise the 
quality of our coffee. In fact, Nitrogen already makes up roughly 78% of Earths atmosphere. This abundance of nitrogen makes it 

relatively inexpensive to produce by capturing it from our fresh polar air.

Nitrogen molecules have a larger diameter than oxygen. When paired with 
our one-way valves, the nitrogen molecules displace oxygen molecules out 
of the ground coffee bag, leaving the coffee in it's freshest state.

Coffee’s freshness is directly correlated to when it was packaged and how 
it is stored until consumed. To ensure the best end product – our coffee is 
roasted, ground, and packaged on the same day.

The nitrogen addition to our ground coffee simply contributes to the 
preservation of flavor and aroma.

We maintain the integrity of our coffee through packaging and intensive 
quality control; the next steps are up to you. The minute you open your bag, 
be conscious of how you store it and how soon you consume it. 

The Coffee's On!

ENSURING FRESHNESS
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Our Classic World Wide Blend™  and 
traditional coffees offer distinctive taste and 
a medium-body, yet smooth flavor. Perfect 
for those who miss the familiar taste of fine 
traditional coffee, or for those who want to 

get acquainted with something great.

GROUND ROAST COFFEE

00006 World Wide Blend 48/5.25oz

00007 World Wide Blend 24/10oz

00011 World Wide Blend 40/6oz

00015 World Wide Blend 80/2.75oz

00016 World Wide Blend 80/2.50oz

00018 World Wide Blend 96/2.25oz

00019 World Wide Blend 100/2oz

00021 World Wide Blend 112/1.75oz

00022 World Wide Blend 120/1.5oz

00045 Fancy Gourmet 20/12oz

EXTRA CAFFEINE GROUND COFFEE

00037 Wired Coffee 42/3oz

WHOLE BEAN

00036 World Wide Blend 5/3lb

GROUND ROAST DECAF

00025 Gourmet Decaf 120/1.5oz

00026 Gourmet Decaf 112/1.75oz

00027 Gourmet Decaf 100/2oz

00029 Gourmet Decaf 96/2.25oz

00031 Gourmet Decaf 20/12oz

00035 Gourmet Decaf 45/5.33oz

WHOLE BEAN DECAF

00089 Gourmet Decaf 5/3lb

TRADITIONAL COFFEE
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Enjoy the ease of filter pack coffees. 
No grinding, no messy grounds, no problem!

SELF SERVE COFFEE 

00012 World Wide Blend 14/1.5lb

00013 Premium Vending Blend 14/1.5lb

00070 SR-1 Vending Blend 14/1.5lb

00071 Premium Whole Bean Blend 7/2lb

00098 Donut Shop Blend 12/1.5lb

04005 Colombian Supremo WB 5/2lb

00049 Premium Vending Decaf 6/2lb

00072 SR-1 Premium Decaf 16/1.5lb

COFFEE WITH FILTERS

00020 World Wide Blend 42/1.75oz

00057 100% Colombian 42/1.5oz

00073 World Wide Blend 42/2oz

00076 World Wide Blend 42/1.5oz

00077 World Wide Blend 84/1.25oz

00081 Breakfast Blend 84/1.5oz

00083 World Wide Blend 42/1.25oz

00096 100% Colombian 84/1.5oz

DECAF COFFEE WITH FILTERS

00032 Gourmet Decaf 42/1.75oz

00084 Gourmet Decaf 42/1.25oz

00085 Gourmet Decaf 42/1.5oz

FILTER PACK COFFEES
00002 World Wide Blend 12/7/1.5oz 
00014 World Wide Blend 6/7/1.25oz
00023 World Wide Blend 6/6/2oz 
00039 World Wide Blend 12/7/1.75oz
00044 World Wide Blend (Ind.) 42/1.5oz 
00047 100% Colombian 12/6/2oz

00064 World Wide Blend 12/7/2oz
00010 Gourmet Decaf (Ind.) 42/1.5oz 
00024 Gourmet Decaf 6/7/1.25oz
00053 Gourmet Decaf 12/7/1.5oz
00058 Gourmet Decaf 12/7/1.75oz
00059 Gourmet Decaf 12/7/2oz 

Our coffee programs are based on a single principle that there are no 
shortcuts to brewing your perfect cup.  Whether you are a small, medium 
or large business, Torke Coffee has a solution for your coffee and tea 
needs.  If you are looking for that full-scale coffee and tea experience, 
Torke Coffee makes regular deliveries of coffee, tea, water, beverage 
supplies, and a full range of state-of-the-art brewing equipment to 
ensure your perfect cup every time. Contact us at (800) 242-7671 or 
info@torkecoffee.com

TRADITIONAL COFFEE
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SPECIALTY COFFEE
BREAKFAST

Blend

SUPREMO

Breakfast Blend 
One of our most popular lighter roasted 

coffees. This dynamic blend has light 
body and a bright crisp aroma, a nice 
addition to all occasions and certainly 

any breakfast foods.

Colombian Supremo
Handpicked from Colombia’s fertile 

Andes Cordillera mountain range, these 
large beans boast a balance of rich taste, 
intermediate body and medium-bright 

acidity.

100% Colombian
Our 100% Colombian is classically balanced 

and vibrant with heavy notes of wine and 
fruit on the long silky finish.

02922 42/2.5oz 02920 42/2.25oz 02621 48/7oz
02781 2/5lb Whole Bean 02789 2/5lb Whole Bean 00099 5/3lb Whole Bean

Roast

European Roast 
Full bodied and light roasted in the time-

honored European tradition. You will enjoy 
exceptionally bright, brisk clarity with a 

winning finish that is undeniably smooth.

House Blend
Blended South and Central American 

coffees crafted to yield a medium-bodied 
brew. This award-winning blend is rich, 
smooth and well balanced, exhibiting 

exceptional light-roasted flavor and aroma.

French Roast
Full flavored yet light bodied with a deep 

smoky aroma. Brew for the dark roast 
connoisseurs throughout the day or serve as 

a dinner coffee.

02921 42/2.25oz 02923 42/2.25oz 02919 42/2.5oz
5013 48/8oz 02883 2/5lb Whole Bean 00001 16/14oz

02788 2/5lb Whole Bean 00079 48/7oz 02780 4/3lb Whole Bean

K O N A
ITAL IAN

Kona Blend
Kona blend exhibits a light-roasted taste 

born in paradise, nurtured on the rich slopes 
of volcanic Hawaiian mountains. Made from 

top-grade Kona beans, it has an indulgent 
taste, smooth as velvet, and rich as gold.

Classic Italian
Dark roasted with a zippy rich flavor and 
sweet finish, perfect for pairing with salty 

foods and heavy desserts.

Organic Breakfast Blend
A great medium-roast choice to start your 

morning, yet mildly pleasing to enjoy all 
day long. Organically bright, vibrant, and 

resounding with a hint of sweet fruit notes. 

04030 42/1.25oz 02790 2/5lb Whole Bean 05000 42/3oz
02783 2/5lb Whole Bean
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SPECIALTY COFFEE

BOLD ROAST

Rainforest Blend 
A 30% blend of lush Rainforest-grown 
lightly-roasted coffee that produces a 

smooth, yet full-bodied taste with lively 
acidic notes. Grown responsibly and 

inspected repeatedly before, during, and 
after roasting.

Rainforest Bold
A sweet, smooth and boldly rich satisfying 

pause in your day. This selection is 30% 
Rainforest Alliance Certified, helping to 

promote sustainable agricultural practices 
and protecting vital ecosystems.

Vienna Roast
Vienna roast is a bit darker and bold allowing 

a balanced flavor profile which is easy to 
drink, even if you add cream or sugar. It 

pairs exceptionally well with wild game and 
traditional European cuisine.

5033 128/2.5oz 5032 128/2.5oz 02787 2/5lb Whole Bean
5008 48/8oz 5009 48/8oz

DECAF

Organic Sumatra
Sumatra has full body and full flavor profile 

which is amazingly low in acidity.  The 
dark chocolate finish with a bit of spice is 

medium long, lingering just enough to taste 
the notes of this Indonesian region.

Organic Mexican Chiapas
Hints of berry and a winey finish give this 
medium body, light-to-medium flavored 

coffee an easily drinkable balance. Sure to 
please the routine coffee drinker who enjoys 

several cups per day.

Organic Colombian Decaf
Organic water processed medium-roasted 

decaf that is smooth and bursting with 
flavor. Swiss Water Process (SWP) is a 

decaffeination process using water only, 
instead of chemical solvents.

02794 1/5lb Whole Bean 02797 1/5lb Whole Bean 03020 42/2.25oz
02882 2/5lb Whole Bean

Roast
DECAF

BREAKFAST

Blend

House Blend Decaf
A hearty, lighter-roasted blend using only 

the finest Central and South America 
beans. Flavorful to the point, you’ll forget 

its decaf.

French Roast Decaf
An intense decaffeinated roast and the most 
pronounced in terms of dark, deep roasted 

flavor and smokiness. An exceptional choice 
for an after dinner treat that will still let you 

sleep.

Breakfast Blend Decaf
A decaf blend that is bright, sweet, and 

engaging. We think you’ll find this lightly-
roasted blend to be balanced and smooth. 

03023 42/2.25oz 00017 16/14oz 02881 2/5lb Whole Bean
00046 40/6oz 02880 4/3lb Whole Bean
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ORGANIC WEEDEN CREEK FARMS FAIRTRADE COFFEE

Morning Blend
Perfect for starting the day, Morning 

Blend has a bright and crisp flavor with 
balanced body. Medium in roast color with a 
intermediate flavor profile, sure to please all.

Mexican Chiapas
Hints of berry and a winey finish give this 

medium body, light-medium flavored coffee 
an easily drinkable balance. The Mexican 

Chiapas is grown at a higher altitude and is 
meant to please the routine coffee drinker 

who enjoys many cups per day.

Sumatra
A full, dark, waxy, and unwashed color gives 

the Sumatra a full bodied and full flavor 
profile which is amazingly low in acidity.  The 

dark chocolate finish with a bit of spice is 
medium long, lingering just enough to taste 

the notes of this Indonesian region. 

07000 1/5lb Whole bean 07001 1/5lb Whole Bean 07002 1/5lb Whole Bean

Peru
Mild to medium bodied the Peru is 

balanced with a full flavor profile exhibiting 
characteristics of cocoa. A brief and sweet 
finish make this a medium-roasted single 

region crowd pleaser.

Guatemalan
Known for its volcanic soil and fantastic 
weather patterns the Guatemalan has a 

lively, yet complex ligher-roasted flavor. A 
bit of cocoa and floral notes are balanced 

with an earthy finish.

Ethiopian
One of the earliest growing regions in the 
world, the Ethiopian has an experienced 

profile of full body and full flavor with a dark 
roast color.  The earthy tones are unique to 

the region and balanced by minor tannin 
notes and a sweet body.

07003 1/5lb Whole bean 07004 1/5lb Whole Bean 07005 1/5lb Whole Bean

La Barista

Nicaraguan Bold
Full bodied and full flavor from the 

mountains and valleys of Nicaragua give this 
near-perfect blend of almond and chocolate 

taste a smoky balance on the finish.

Cliffhanger
Roasted to a medium dark profile the 

Cliffhanger has a smoky and rich flavor with 
a nice long finish. Full bodied but balanced 

with notes of smoke and brown spices.

La Barista
Medium acidity with a buttery and full-

bodied flavor express a wonderful blend with 
a clean short finish.  A hint of dark wine 

and berry on the tip is balanced with a small 
note of sour citrus on the finish.  A balanced 
blend, great for espresso or drip brew coffee. 

07007 1/5lb Whole bean 07009 1/5lb Whole Bean 02874 1/5lb Whole Bean
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ORGANIC WEEDEN CREEK FARMS FAIRTRADE COFFEE

Midnight Espresso
A dark and bold flavor profile is smoky and 
clean, perfect for the creation of fine hand 
crafted Espresso beverages.  Our Midnight 
Espresso can also be enjoyed with a French 

Press or drip brewer because of its clean 
taste and short finish. 

Village Roast
Designed for the complex taste profile of 
our neighbors in the Village of Kohler, the 

Village Roast is medium bodied and medium 
flavored giving pleasant and complex notes 
of berry, cinnamon and honey with minor 

hints of smoke on the finish.

Papua New Guinea
A light flavor but full bodied coffee gives 
the Papua New Guinea a unique profile. 

A delicate sweetness is accompanied by a 
bright clean taste.

07011 1/5lb Whole bean 07012 1/5lb Whole Bean 07010 1/5lb Whole Bean

COSTA RICAN DECAF

PERU

Costa Rican
The aroma is malty, smooth, and the flavor 
skews to the sweet side which is very well 

balanced with hints of dried fruit and brown 
sugar. There is very little acidity, but a little 
tang giving this light-roasted blend an easy 

drinking fix.

Colombian
The big sweet aroma leads to sweet citrus 

flavor with notes of berry and cedar.  
The ligher-roasted coffee is bright with 

pronounced acidity and a long winey finish.  
An excellent cup of drip coffee or try it as 

espresso for an Americano.

Peru Decaf
This bold flavor Swiss Water Process decaf 

has very light smoke and maple syrup flavor 
notes. Roasted to a medium color, the 

finish is long and pleasant, very unique for a 
decaffeinated coffee.

07017 1/5lb Whole bean 07016 1/5lb Whole Bean 08003 1/5lb Whole Bean

Black & Tan
A carefully blended array of dark and 

light roasts provides a unique balance of 
aggressive yet sweet flavors all in one sip. A 
delicious almond taste is politely concluded 

with a subtle chocolate finish.

07018 1/5lb Whole bean

Torke Coffee Roasting Company’s premier line, 
Weeden Creek Farms represents the ultimate 

luxury in roasted coffee. Certified Fairtrade and 
USDA Organic, our estate coffees are sourced 

from the most exquisite and taste worthy countries 
of origin. Our careful handling and monitoring from 
the source all the way to your delivery, ensures the 
utmost quality, consistency and perfection in every 
cup. Weeden Creek Farms coffee is craft roasted to 
order, yielding an unprecedented level of freshness. 

LOCALLY ROASTED
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FLAVORED COFFEE

NATURAL & ARTIFICIAL FLAVOR

lrish CLASSIC

NATURAL & ARTIFICIAL FLAVOR

hazelnuthazelnut
VANILLA

NUTNUT

NATURAL & ARTIFICIAL FLAVOR

Irish Cream
You will be thanking your lucky stars as you 

indulge in smooth and luxurious velvety 
tastes of the famous Irish Cream liqueur. 

Classic Hazelnut
Enjoy this delicious treat that is rich and 
buttery tasting with a pleasingly smooth 

hazelnut finish. 

Vanilla Nut
In each and every sip, your taste buds will 

be captivated by the smooth creaminess of 
vanilla, paired with a rich and toasted nut 

undertone.

02901 24/2oz 02902 24/2oz 02903 24/2oz
02750 2/5lb Whole Bean 02751 2/5lb Whole Bean 02752 2/5lb Whole Bean

CINNAMON

hazelnuthazelnut

NATURAL & ARTIFICIAL FLAVOR

Chocolate

RASPBERRYRASPBERRY

NATURAL & ARTIFICIAL FLAVOR

Chocolate

ALMONDALMOND

NATURAL & ARTIFICIAL FLAVOR

Cinnamon Hazelnut Cream 
Full bodied and light roasted in the time-

honored European tradition. You will enjoy 
exceptionally bright, brisk clarity with a 

winning finish that is undeniably smooth.

Chocolate Raspberry Cream
Perfect for the sweet tooth, a surprising cup 
that exemplifies the taste of milk chocolate 

and fresh raspberries all melting in your 
mouth. 

Chocolate Almond
Savor these decadent but guiltless pleasures 

in this delicious coffee. Truly, a chocolate 
lovers dream...Rich and creamy chocolate 

topped with fresh-roasted almonds. 

02904 24/2oz 02906 24/2oz 02907 24/2oz
02753 2/5lb Whole Bean 02755 2/5lb Whole Bean 02756 2/5lb Whole Bean

SOUTHERN

NATURAL & ARTIFICIAL FLAVOR

Chocolate

MACADAMIAMACADAMIA

NATURAL & ARTIFICIAL FLAVOR

Southern Pecan
Southern Pecan coffee captures the 
celebrated essence of toasted pecans 

balanced by hints of vanilla caramel and 
sweet maple sugar. A mellow and smooth 

style, it impresses with a richness all its own.

Chocolate Macadamia Nut
A unique and decadent swirl of white 

chocolate topped with timeless macadamia 
nuts. 

02908 24/2oz 02909 24/2oz
02757 2/5lb Whole Bean 02758 2/5lb Whole Bean
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FLAVORED COFFEE
French

VANILLAVANILLA

NATURAL & ARTIFICIAL FLAVOR

Crafty
Caramel

NATURAL & ARTIFICIAL FLAVOR

Crafty

Crafty
Caramel

NATURAL & ARTIFICIAL FLAVOR

Jamaican

Me CrazE

French Vanilla 
The flavors of old-time Wisconsin creamy 
vanilla custard...now available any time you 

want to enjoy in a cup of coffee.

Crafty Caramel
Sip on Sunday or any day of the week...A 
luxurious blend of caramel, toasty brown 
sugar, and vanilla cream flavors make this a 
real treat.

Jamacian Me CrazE
A Caribbean vacation in a cup comprised of 
a tropical-island blend of caramel, vanilla, 
and a twist of dark rum.

02900 24/2oz 02929 24/2oz 02910 24/2oz
02765 2/5lb Whole Bean 02766 2/5lb Whole Bean 02785 2/5lb Whole Bean

02868 2/5lb Whole Bean Decaf

CLASSIC

NATURAL & ARTIFICIAL FLAVOR

hazelnuthazelnut
decafdecaf

NATURAL & ARTIFICIAL FLAVOR

Holiday Java
Our Limited Edition holiday coffees reflect 

the best aspects of the winter holiday 
season.  Holiday Java is rich, smooth and 

creamy, with a touch of holiday cinnamon 
and toasted hazelnuts.

Classic Hazelnut Decaf
Enjoy this delicious treat that is rich and 
buttery tasting with a pleasingly smooth 

hazelnut finish, decaffeinated too.

Highlander Grogg
One of our most popular flavored coffees, 

composed of tantalizing flavor bursts of 
blended caramel, butterscotch, and vanilla-

whiskey flavor. 

02791 1/5lb Whole Bean 03002 24/2oz 02927 24/2oz
02851 2/5lb Whole Bean 02727 2/5lb Whole Bean

02827 2/5lb Whole Bean Decaf

Nuts About Nuts
Each case contains Classic Hazelnut, 

Southern Pecan, Chocolate Almond, and 
Vanilla Nut. 6 bags of each flavor. 

Variety Pack
Each case contains Cinnamon Hazelnut, 
Highlander Grogg, Classic Hazelnut, and 

Vanilla Nut.  6 bags of each flavor.

02924 24/2oz 02926 24/2oz
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ESPRESSO AND COLD BREW

TRADITIONAL ESPRESSO

02760 Torke Espresso 5/2lb

02860 Torke Espresso Decaf 10/1lb

WEEDEN CREEK ORGANIC ESPRESSO

07011 Midnight Espresso 1/5lb

02874 La Barista Espresso 1/5lb

08003 Peru Decaf 1/5lb

ESPRESSO PODS

00307 Espresso Pod Regular 70/7g

00205 Espresso Pod Decaf 70/7g

00311 Double Espresso Pod Regular 70/14g

COLD BREW

02711 Tundra Cold Brew Blend 1/5lb

00047 100% Colombian Filter Pack 12/6/2oz

Does your team need barista training? 
Whether a new restaurant or café, our 

customized barista training will meet 
all your needs.

Espresso & Barista Training

NEW!
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IN-ROOM COFFEE

4-12 CUP FILTER PACK

00055 Torke 4-Cup Regular 128/.7oz

00056 Torke 4-Cup Decaf 128/.7oz

00044 Torke 8-12-Cup Regular 42/1.5oz

00010 Torke 8-12-Cup Decaf 42/1.5oz

00302 Torke 4-Cup Dark Roast 128/1.0oz

00008 Torke 12-Cup Regular 56/2.5oz

00009 Torke 12-Cup Decaf 56/2.5oz

SINGLE CUP

05044 Torke 1-Cup Pod 150/8g

06044 Torke 1-Cup Decaf Pod 150/8g

00322 Toulouse 1-Cup Pod 150/8g

00222 Toulouse 1-Cup Decaf Pod 150/8g

K-CUP

13075 Torke K-Cup Regular 12/12ct

00354 Vermont Country Decaf 4/24ct

00360 Bigelow English Breakfast Tea 4/24ct

Torke Coffee provides hotels, resorts and, lodging 
establishments with in-room products designed to 

keep your customers coming back for more. We 
can custom tailor a coffee and brewer program 

specific to your guests preferences in addition to 
your properties needs.

In-Room Brewing
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CONSUMER PACKAGED GOODS

TRADITIONAL COFFEE

33935-00245 Perc & Regular #00060 12/26oz
33935-00243 Drip Grind #00062 12/26oz
33935-00140 Drip Grind #00065 24/13oz
33935-00066 Fancy Whole Bean #00066 12/14oz
33935-00068 Decaf #00068 12/26oz
33935-00028 Decaf #00028 24/13oz
33935-00051 Just Right 1/2 Caff #00051 8/35oz
33935-00082 Drip Grind #00082 6/35oz

Specialty Bag Coffee - 6/12oz

Weeden Creek Farms Organic Fair Trade - 6/12oz

33935-02722 Breakfast Blend 
33935-02700 Vienna Roast
33935-02713 Fancy Kona Blend
33935-02714 Classic Italian
33935-02715 Colombian Supremo
33935-02717 House Blend
33935-02721 French Roast
33935-02822 Breakfast Blend Decaf
33935-02701 Irish Cream
33935-02702 Classic Hazelnut 
33935-02703 Vanilla Nut
33935-02704 Cinnamon Hazelnut

33935-87000 Morning Blend
33935-87001 Mexican Chiapas
33935-87002 Sumatra
33935-87003 Peru
33935-87004 Guatemalan
33935-87005 Ethiopian
33935-87007 Nicaraguan Bold
33935-87009 Cliffhanger

33935-02706 Chocolate Raspberry Cream
33935-02707 Chocolate Almond
33935-02708 Southern Pecan
33935-02709 Chocolate Macadamia Nut
33935-02718 French Vanilla
33935-02719 Highlander Grogg
33935-02720 Jamacian Me CrazE
33935-02725 Holiday Java LTO
33935-02767 Caramel Kiss
33935-02802 Classic Hazelnut Decaf
33935-02815 Colombian Supremo Decaf
33935-02821 French Roast Decaf

33935-87010 Papau New Guinea
33935-87011 Midnight Espresso
33935-87012 Village Roast
33935-87016 Colombian
33935-87017 Costa Rican
33935-82874 La Barista
33935-87018 Black & Tan
33935-88003 Peru Decaf
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CUSTOMER SERVICE
• No order is too small: Torke Coffee readily accepts orders of 

any size for route delivery.
• Emergency order pickup available at our Sheboygan roasting 

facility

• Customer Service Hours: Mon-Fri  
7:00am-4:30pm CST, 24/7 on weekends

• Same day equipment service response time
• UPS delivery available

Phone: (800) 242-7671
Fax: (920) 458-0488
Email: orders@torkecoffee.com
torkecoffee.com

Cash on delivery for 
local route delivery 

Visa, Master Card, 
and Discover

Electronic Funds 
Transfer from your 
bank

Credit terms available 
upon approved credit 
application

CREDIT CARDS CODEFTCREDIT TERMS

NOTES



FOR ORDERING & SERVICE 
(800) 242-7671

orders@torkecoffee.com


